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With depth and understanding, acclaimed diva Leontyne Price retells this famous opera about
the beautiful princess of Ethiopia. “The Dillons magnificently capture the drama with powerful full-
page illustrations that resemble stage sets. . . . Ideal for reading aloud during an Egyptian unit, in
music classes, to children attending the opera, or for the pure aesthetic experience.”--Booklist

From Publishers WeeklyThis retelling of one of Verdi's most popular works suffers from the
primary problem inherent in retelling any opera. Operas are composed, first and foremost, as
musical works, and character motivation tends to be expressed in the music. While Price has
faithfully outlined the opera's plot--the Ethiopian princess Aida's love for the Egyptian warrior
Radames; the jealousy of Amneris, the Pharaoh's daughter; Radames's ultimate execution; and
Aida's sacrifice--she does not provide a plausible rationale for their actions and, in the absence
of Verdi's music, the story comes across as thin. Considered individually, the Dillons' paintings
make dramatic tableaux, and taken together they form a stunning, unified whole. The art focuses
on overall action, not individuals, and goes a very long way to illuminating the motivations
lacking in Price's text. Even with minor reservations, this A ida is lavishly packaged and strikingly
designed. All ages.Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc.From School Library
JournalGrade 4 Up-- A straightforward, sympathetic retelling of the story of the beautiful and
noble Ethiopian Princess, Aida, who, while enslaved in Egypt, is caught between her devotion to
her father and her country and her love for Radames, young captain of the enemy army. The
Dillons' dramatic, decorative style with their sumptuous use of color is perfectly suited to the
opera's moving and tragic story. The book is elegant in its design. Full-page dramatic paintings
opposite each page of text are supplemented by smaller pictures set in a strip above the text
where profiled characters in the style of ancient Egyptian art repeat the story line. Gorgeous
endpapers and border designs in gold carry out the Egyptian theme and add to the richness and
vibrancy of the book. All that is missing is Verdi's wonderful music. Aida is particularly welcome
as there have been few opera-story picture books of note. John Updike's excellent retelling of
Wagner's The Ring (Knopf, 1964), Stephen Spender's The Magic Flute (Putnam, 1966), and
Doris Orgel's Lohengrin (Putnam, 1966) are all long out of print. --Ann Stell, The Smithtown
Library, NYCopyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc.About the AuthorNo BioLEO and
DIANE DILLON together illustrated more than twenty-five acclaimed and award-winning books
for children, including the Caldecott Medal winner Why Mosquitos Buzz in People's Ears by
Verna Aardema, a retelling of the opera Aida by Leontyne Price, and their own Mother Goose
Numbers on the Loose.Read more
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Diana Wilder, “Beautiful, lush interpretation. I bought this book for the illustrations. I encountered
the Dillons' (the illustrators) work in another book and went to look for their books. AIDA is the
second I ordered.I am familiar with the opera and the story. Leontyne Price, who brought the
part of Aida to vibrant life in this century, is the author of the text, and it is beautifully done. For
me, though, the truly luscious illustrations are what make the book. This is one to treasure, to
savor.(I will say, now, that if you are thinking of ordering this book used (the only way you'll get it)
query the seller to see if the dust jacket is included. Mine had none, and I really wish I had that
beautiful illustration of the harpist on the back. But that's a risk you take with used books. I
regret the lack of the dust jacket.  But the book is lovely without it.)”

Alice Ward, “TAKES A VILLAGE to help a "granny". yes i give 4 / 5 starsbased upon buying aida
book & tickets (pair) for my son & grand-daughter(a father daughter date)told she was the
youngest child seen that school nite@ intermission...my son inquired if they could leaveLeyla (9
year) said: nothis was (hope not last) her FIRST operai marked (hi-lighted) aida book for heralso
bought & sent a dressy-dress to wearAMAZON & re-sale store helped me makethese
choicesthank you”

Ismene, “The story behind the opera. For young lovers of music (I mean adolescents) this is a
book that tells how Aida and Radames came to the point where their love took precedence over
how a slave and general should be. I always thought the opera lacked a back story, but
Leontyne Price (a great Aida) provides one for us. Something that she needed as an actress as
well as a singer to create her character in this piece by Verdi. We are lucky to have her insight
into this opera so we can appreciate not just the music but the deep conflicting emotions behind
the music.”

loves good books, “gorgeous book. beautifully illustrated book - could easily frame each
illustration and put it on proud display - describing a classic”

D. Bennett, “Fine Book. I was not able to get this book in hardcover. My parents bought it for my
youngest sister when we were younger and it first came out.In the softcover, the pictures are still
of great quality and the lettering is easy to see, and beautiful as well.The story is timeless and if
you play AIDA the opera behind it, or possibly some Habesha or Egyptian caberet music, you
can really set a mood for your kid.I get the music from the library even and it is nice to do.The
pictures capture a young one's interest alone.”

Sarah Dewey, “but great for the price. A little damaged for what I was expecting, but great for the
price! I love this story, it has been one of my favorite picture books since I was a child. I was very
excited to find it and to receive it.”



aichais2cool, “Love it. Great book and in great condition.”

JD, “Aieda's tale told with exquisite art.. This is a visually gorgeous book! The story is a basic
retell of the Opera Aida. The Dillon's artwork is so exquisite i am keeping the book here for
Grandkid's reading.i”

Single Mom, “Amazing book, but had been written in.. This book brought back so many
memories of when my mom read this me as a child and through international moving, my 1980s
copy was lost. I bought this for my daughter and was disappointed to see someone had written
inside it and not the author.”

Jonathan Bryan Lee, “Gorgeous illustrations with a tragic operatic tale. I bought this specifically
because it was one of the only picture books of Aida depicting actual Ethiopians and Egyptians
in their true skin tone. The illustrators did not skimp on the detail and the costume design either
as the gorgeous backdrops and dress accurately reflect the splendour and sumptuousness of
the royalty of Ancient Egypt. Some of the illustrations on pages which act to fill the pages are
inspired by hieroglyphs and I really like that they studied the art styles of the Old Kingdom to
portray it so beautifully.”

A Reader, “Beautiful, Outstanding & Timeless. I first read this book when i was about 18 and i've
never been able to get it out of my mind. The images are both magnificant and haunting, you get
a real sense of what Ancient Egypt would REALY have been like, their clothes, the temples and
Aida herself is stunning. This story is a timeless classic. I've just ordered this book online, but to
my recollection the book sets the seen of two ancient superpowers at war (Egypt and Ethiopia)
and Aida an Egyptian princess etc I'm almost 30 now and i cant wait to re-read this book
again,and I know my kids will love it. Congrats to the Author, and i'd like to see more books like
this which portray Ancient civilisations as they really would have been, black people were not
just slaves, we were kings and queens. Let us remember and celebrate our history. A MUST
READ FOR ALL.”

Sarah Bone, “Buy this!!!. Beautiful!!Love the illustrations!!!”

The book by Philip Groeber has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 67 people have provided feedback.
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